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Abstract—Data hazards cause severe pipeline performance
degradation for data-intensive computing processes. To improve
the performance under a pessimistic assumption on the pipeline
efficiency, a high-speed and energy-efficient VLSBM is proposed
that successively performs a speculating and correcting phase.
To reduce the critical path, the VLSBM partial products are
partitioned into the -bit least significant part (LSP) and
the self-reliant -bit most significant part (MSP), and an
estimation function stochastically predicts the carry to the MSP,
thereby allowing independent calculation of the partial-product
accumulation of parts. When a carry prediction is accurate, the
data dependence is hidden and the correcting phase is bypassed,
thereby ensuring the potential speed-up of the pipelined datapath.
If a prediction is inaccurate, the speculation is flushed and the
correcting phase is executed to obtain the exact multiplication.
The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed
VLSBM. When applied to a DSP algorithm with a data hazard
(or dependence) probability , , the results
show that the proposed VLSBM outperforms the original Booth
multiplier and the fastest conventional well-pipelined modified
Booth multiplier when . For the case of high with

, the proposed VLSBM improves approximately 1.47
times speedup against the fastest conventional pipelined Booth
multiplier (@UMC 90 nm CMOS) and, furthermore, approxi-
mately 25.4% of energy per multiplication and 7% of area are
saved. By examining multiplications during three multimedia
application processes (i.e., JPEG compression, object detection,
and H.264/AVC decoding), the proposed VLSBM improves the
speed-up ratio by approximately 1.0 to 1.4 times, and reduces the
cycle count ratio by approximately 1.3 to 1.8 times in comparison
to the fastest conventional two-stage pipelined Booth multiplier.

Index Terms—Adaptive carry estimation, error compensation,
speculating multiplier.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE parallel multiplier is a fundamental element of various
computing and signal processing applications [1]. The la-

tency for multiplication is generally divided into three steps: 1)
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the generation of partial products; 2) a reduction-tree process
that simplifies partial products into two rows; and 3) the final ad-
dition of the result by a carry-propagation adder (CPA) [2]–[6].
Because all partial product bits within each column are summed
in parallel, the Wallace tree compression is superior during the
second step. For the parallel multiplier CPA, a carry-lookahead
adder (CLA) has been frequently applied because of its reduced
critical path.
On synchronous VLSI designs, synthesis tools employ a

significant volume of logic- and gate-level optimizations to
minimize the critical path. For example, the circuit re-struc-
turing method reduces the logic depth, thereby decreasing the
circuit delay, whereas the gate-sizing approach replaces the
critical path cells with those of high driving strength. Although
these techniques effectively reduce the critical path, they
require an additional overhead of silicon area that inherently
increases the energy dissipation [1]. Fig. 1 shows an example
of the energy-delay plot of an 8 8 carry-save-array (CSA)
multiplier using a UMC 90 nm CMOS cell library. The x-
and y-axes in Fig. 1 represent the synthesis timing constraint,
and the energy per multiplication of the multiplier (evaluated
by 10,000 random multiplications), respectively. As shown in
Fig. 1, a period of 1.9 ns of the CSA multiplier consumes up
to 1.1 pJ per multiplication. When operated for 1.6 ns using an
identical architecture, the CSA multiplier speed-up increases
by approximately 19%; however, more than approximately
82% of the energy dissipates.
Pipelining is an effective approach to alleviate the drawback

from aggressive logic- and gate-level timing optimizations
while maintaining sufficient throughput. Fig. 2 shows a multi-
plier-enhanced five-stage pipelined (IF:ID:EXE:M:WB) RISC.
Because no operation in the M-stage exists for any arithmetic
instruction, a fast two-stage pipelined multiplier can be inte-
grated to enhance multiplicative performance. However, true
data dependence causes a pipeline stall cycle to be inserted,
despite a forwarding path being employed (Fig. 2(b)). Con-
sequently, under the assumption of poor pipeline efficiency,
the throughput benefit of the pipelined datapath is eventually
undermined by data hazards [1].
It is possible to hide data dependence by employing a spec-

ulative functional unit (SFU), which is an arithmetic unit that
employs a predictor for the carry signal [7]. Without waiting for
the true carry propagation, the SFU predicts the carry of one
or more cells in the design. Similar to a microprocessor branch
predictor, a true carry prediction causes the data dependence to
be hidden. Conversely, when inaccurate carry predictions occur,

1549-8328 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Energy-delay plot of 8 8 CSA multiplier (@ UMC 90 nm CMOS).

Fig. 2. Multiplier-enhanced 5-stage pipelined RISC: (a) datapath, (b) timing
diagram of two dependent instructions.

error detection logic and the associated error recovery are nec-
essary to generate (or reconfirm) the real result. However, the
cumbrous overhead or complex control could have an adverse
impact on the SFU performance [7].
By assuming that each output bit of the -bit adder is depen-

dent only on the preceding bits (when is significantly less
than ), Verma et al. proposed a fast -bit almost-correct adder
(ACA) [8]. Compared with the -bit CLA provided by Design-
Ware, the simulation results (@ UMC 0.18 CMOS) in [8]
increased the speed-up of the -bit ACA throughput by approx-
imately 1.5 times when . Unfortunately, an error occurs
when the carry chains equal or exceed bits. To improve the
addition reliability, previous research proposed a variable-la-
tency speculating adder (VLSA) [8] by integrating error detec-
tion logic into the ACA, which achieved a critical path almost
identical to that of a conventional CLA, and an error recovery
process (i.e., the original CLA) that reproduced the true addi-
tion. Therefore, the proposed -bit VLSA [8] required approx-
imately 50% more silicon area overhead to achieve a speed-up
similar to that of the DesignWare CLA. Previous research pro-
posed a modified VLSA that improved the accuracy to 99.46%
when applied to a fixed or specific application [9]. However, this
required 25% more silicon area [9] than the original VLSA [8].
Although the ACA is faster than the VLSA, it is less reli-

able. However, they are both potentially unsuitable for the fast
and reliable parallel multiplier CPA. Based on a probabilistic re-
sult-speculation technique, this study proposes a design for an

efficient variable-latency speculating multiplier (VLSM). The
VLSM design concept and block diagram in Fig. 3 comprise the
following two operating phases: 1) the speculating phase and 2)
the correcting phase. To reduce the critical path, the multiplier
partial products are partitioned into the -bit most sig-
nificant parts (MSP) and the -bit least significant parts
(LSP). During the speculating phase, the partial-product accu-
mulations of the LSP and the MSP are performed in parallel and
independently. Without waiting the true carry from the LSP, the
carry to the -bit MSP is generated by the carry estima-
tion function (Fig. 3(a)). Consequently, the speculating output
of the VLSM is

(1)

which can be forwarded to the successive instruction for further
processing. Note that in (1) is the partial-product
summation of the -bit MSP and is the sum-
mation of the -bit LSP minus the carry. If is true, the
corresponding correcting phase is bypassed and the data depen-
dence is hidden; thus, the multiplier stall cycle is saved. If an
inaccurate prediction occurs, the speculation is flushed and the
exact multiplication is obtained by summing , the
true carry, and during the correcting phase. Un-
like the VLSA [8], the error recovery of the proposed VLSM is
simple; thus, correcting the miss-carry-prediction does not di-
minish the overall performance of the VLSM.
Suppose that the accuracy probability of the carry estimator

is , , and the VLSM critical stage delay
is . Different carry estimators with different values produce
various and values for the VLSM. This study defines
the effective cycle time of the VLSM as

(2)
The design goal of the VLSM is to minimize . With a
more accurate carry estimator (i.e., ), the throughput
obtained by the VLSM is more efficient. However, ensuring
high-accuracy probability may inevitably increase the critical
path of the VLSM. Thus, the tradeoff between and
the of the VLSM must be considered carefully.
To examine the cost function carefully, this study proposes

a high-speed, area-/energy- efficient 16 16 variable-latency
two-stage pipelined modified Booth multiplier (VLSBM).
Applied a DSP algorithm with a data hazard (or dependence)
probability , , the optimized VLSBM outper-
forms not only the original Booth multiplier but the fastest,
well-pipelined modified Booth multiplier if . Under
a pessimistic assumption on the pipeline efficiency, i.e. for the
case of high with , the proposed VLSBM improves
approximately 1.47 times speedup against the fastest conven-
tional pipelined Booth multiplier (@UMC 90 nm CMOS) and
approximately 25.4% of energy per multiplication and 7% of
silicon area are saved. Compared to the fastest conventional
two-stage pipelined Booth multiplier, an examination of the
multiplicative performance of the proposed VLSBM for three
multimedia application processes (JPEG compression, object
detection, and H.264/AVC decoding) shows that the proposed
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Fig. 3. Proposed variable-length speculating multiplier (VLSM): (a) Block diagram and (b) pseudo-program.

VSLBM obtains a performance speed-up and cycle count
reduction ratios of approximately 1.0 to 1.4 times, and 1.3 to
1.8 times, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Based

on conditional probability theory, Section II briefly intro-
duces three carry estimation schemes (Type-I, Type-II, and
Type-III) that were developed originally by Liao et al. [20]
for the fixed-width Baugh-Wooley multiplier. With different
truncation widths of the partial products, the three types of
carry estimation functions are generalized and developed, not
only for Baugh-Wooley multipliers but for modified Booth
multipliers. Based on the generalized carry estimation schemes,
Section III details the optimized VLSBM design and presents
simulation and experimental results that verify the effective-
ness of the proposed VLSBM. Finally, Section IV presents a
conclusion.

II. GENERALIZED CARRY ESTIMATIONS FOR -PT
FIXED-WIDTH MULTIPLIERS

By handling sign bits of the 2’s-complement integers effi-
ciently, the Baugh-Wooley multiplication algorithm is applied
frequently to design regular multipliers. Given integers and
,

(3)

where , a parallelogram of the -row, -column
partial products of Baugh-Wooley multiplier is shown
in Fig. 4, where and is the binary inversion
of . Clearly, the -bit MSP and the -bit LSP divide the
partial products into two groups. and (Fig. 4) are defined
by the summations of the most significant column and the re-
maining -bit LSP columns, respectively. For simplicity, this
study defines and , then

. To reduce the critical path by diminishing the number
of rows of partial products, the Booth’s multiplication algo-
rithm is developed. Table I shows that the radix-4 (or modified)

Booth encoder transforms -bit into
-digit .With similar rep-

resentation of , Fig. 5 shows the reduced -row,
-column partial products of the modified Booth multi-

plier. Hence, the results of the direct-truncation (DT), post-trun-
cation (PT), or full-precision (FP) multipliers are expressed as

(4)

where is the carry-in to and operator rounds
to the nearest integer. Without propagating the true from

LSP to MSP, the DT multiplier is fast and economical, although
it causes a significant loss in precision.
To design an efficient VLSM, this study defines the -bit

fixed-width -PT multiplier, (Fig. 6). By defini-
tion, the -PT multiplier summates the most signifi-
cant columns of the partial products, and subsequently rounds
or truncates to the -bit result. , , and (Fig. 6) are the sum-
mations of the most significant columns, the -th most
significant column, and the remaining columns of the
-bit LSP, respectively. Note that Fig. 4 (or Fig. 5) is a special
case of the -PT multiplier. With , , and , the -bit -PT
multiplication can be expressed as

(5)

where denotes the carry to for the -PT multi-
plier.
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Fig. 4. Partial products of n-bit Baugh-Wolley multiplier.

Fig. 5. Partial products of n-bit modified Booth multiplier.

TABLE I
MODIFIED BOOTH ENCODING. (NOTE THAT IS SET TO 0.)

If , previous studies [10]–[31] have proposed applying
the -values (to estimate ) to compensate for the truncation
error and obtain fast and accurate fixed-width multipliers.
Previous studies first presented constant error compensations
[10]–[12]; adaptive accurate error compensations, which relied
on input bits, were subsequently proposed by [13]–[31]. By
exhaustive simulations, Van et al. [14] generalized results
obtained by Jou et al. [13] to develop the heuristic carry esti-
mation for the Baugh-Wooley multiplier. By applying linear
regression analysis, Jou et al. [15] proposed the simple carry
estimation for the modified Booth multiplier. With exhaustive
simulations for the modified Booth multiplier, Cho et al. [16]

Fig. 6. The -bit fixed-width -PT multiplier.

successfully proposed a closed form of the estimated carry,
which is generated by non-zero Booth encoded digits. Except
for 2’s-complement multipliers, Juang and Hsiao [18] derived
the statistical analysis for the binary-sign-digit (BSD) Booth
multiplier. However, the conditional bits used in [18] were
poorly selected. Based on conditional probability theory, Liao
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et al. [20] derived three adaptive carry estimation schemes for
2’s-complement Baugh-Wooley multipliers (Type-I, Type-II,
and Type-III). Subsequently, with a different approach from
[20], Li et al. proposed the probabilistic carry estimation bias
(PEB) for the modified Booth multiplier [28]. The PEB error
performance was further improved in [31] by applying an
adaptive conditional-probability estimator (ACPE). In brief,
the conditional probability carry estimators do achieve the
highest accuracy performance (not only for Baugh-Wooley
multipliers [20] but also for modified Booth multipliers [31]);
however, they are too complex for implementation [27].
To minimize hardware cost, the majority of the discussed

error compensation approaches predicted by observing one
column of partial products (i.e., ). By examining further
columns of partial products, the generalized carry estimator
further minimizes the truncation error [23], [29]–[31]. Song et
al. performed exhaustive simulations to adaptively compensate
for the truncation error by establishing two types of binary
threshold. [23] investigated columns of the partial products

to obtain accuracy carry estimations for the modified
Booth multiplier. Wang et al. [29] performed time-consuming
simulations that improved the results obtained by Cho [16],
thereby resolving the truncation errors. Moreover, based on
PEB, Chen et al. derived a generalized PEB, namely GPEB
[30], for the design of a power-efficient modified Booth mul-
tiplier. Furthermore, they also showed that when , the
ACPE Booth multiplier [31] improved speed-up by up to 25.2%
speed (@ TSMC 0.18 CMOS) with only a 0.39 dB SNR
loss compared to the results obtained by using the conventional
Booth PT multiplier.
Without loss of generality, this study assumes that the bits

of and are independently and identically distributed (i.e.,
i.i.d.) random variables with probabilities

Observing that the partial product is generated by input
bits and , Liao et al. proposed the Type-I carry estimation
scheme by conditioning (or ) [20]. By further investigating
dependencies among , , , and (Fig. 4), they considered
the row vector (i.e., ) and the
anti-diagonal vector (i.e., ),
respectively, where the entries are jointly dependent on and
, respectively. It is evident that the -bit LSP can be deter-

mined either by row vectors or by anti-diagonal vectors
, . Thus, the Type-II and the Type-III

carry estimation schemes were subsequently proposed [20]. The
three types of carry estimation schemes provide a systematic ap-
proach to discovering and examining the dependencies among
, , and , and can be generalized to design various fixed-
width -PT multipliers.

A. Type I—Carry Estimation Conditioning on

1) -PT Baugh-Wooley Multiplier: Previous research [20]
has shown that . Given by , the value
of can be estimated by its expectation (i.e., ). There-

fore, the conditional expectation of the -PT Baugh-
Wooley multiplier is expressed as

(6)

Hence, by (5) and (6), conditioning on , the generalized
Type-I carry estimation function of the -PT
Baugh-Wooley multipliers can be obtained using

(7)

Note that by (6), the generalized Type-I carry estimation scheme
is hindered by high computation complexity, which is linearly
proportional to the bit-width .
2) -PT Modified Booth Multiplier: By assuming the bits

of are i.i.d. random variables, the probabilities of the Booth
encoded digit , , can be determined readily
(Table II). From Table II, it concludes that

. Hence, the following is obtained:

Consequently, the following conditional expectation of is

With similar derivations, the following are obtained:

Therefore,

(8)

where stands for the non-zero Booth encoded digit, (i.e.,
). Note that considering only when estimating is

reasonable. Consequently, the generalized Type-I estimation of
for the -PT modified Booth multiplier (i.e., ) is
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TABLE II
PROBABILITY OF BOOTH ENCODED DIGITS

(9)

Hence, using (5), (9), the Type-I carry estimation
of the -PT modified Booth multiplier can be calculated by

(10)

Equation (10) not only coincides with the ACPE proposed in
[31], but also is analogous to the results obtained by Wang et
al. [29] and Cho et al. [16] if . Furthermore, from (9),
the computational complexity of the generalized Type-I carry
estimation scheme for the -PT modified Booth multiplier is
linearly proportional to bit-width .

B. Type II—Carry Estimation Conditioning on

1) -PT Baugh-Wooley Multiplier: The Type-II carry esti-
mation considers row vectors , , in which the
elements within are jointly dependent on . Thus, given by
, [20] shows that

(11)

It can be proven that the following equation is true when calcu-
lating in Fig. 4:

(12)

The right-hand side of (12) calculates based on the row-major
order, whereas the left-hand side is ordered by the anti-di-
agonal order. Hence, provided by , conditional estimation

of the -PT Baugh-Wooley multiplier is

(13)

Hence, by (5) and (13), the generalized Type-II carry estimation
of the -PT Baugh-Wooley multiplier ((i.e., ), is

(14)

Liao et al. [20] verified that if , (14) coincides with the
results obtained by Jou [13] and Van [14], [17].
2) -PT Modified Booth Multiplier: For some ,
, and , the probability

can be derived readily from the information obtained
from Table II as

Hence, the following equation is obtained:

Consequently, given that with and for certain
and when ,

such that and , the joint probability
can be derived by

With similar derivations, is ob-
tained. The following conditional probabilities are then obtained
by

Thus,

Similarly, the following conditional expectations are obtained:
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These mathematical expressions imply that

(15)

Therefore, the generalized Type-II conditional expectation
of the -PT modified Booth multiplier is

(16)

Using (5) and (16), the Type-II carry estimation
of the -PT modified Booth multipliers can be calculated by

(17)

Using (16) or (13), the computation complexity for the gener-
alized Type-II carry estimation remains high, although it is less
than that of the Type-I scheme.

C. Type III—Carry Estimation Conditioning on

1) -PT Baugh-Wooley Multiplier: The original Type-III
carry estimation in [20] employed a 2D condition of and
, which is too complex for implementation. For simplicity,
this study considers the anti-diagonal vector for de-
veloping the generalized Type-III carry estimation scheme.
Because and are symmetrical and i.i.d. random variables,

and
are concluded.
2) -PT Modified Booth Multiplier: Any two distinct ele-

ments (e.g., and ) within the anti-diagonal vector ,
, are determined by two different encoded digits

(e.g., and , ). Because the bits of are i.i.d. random
variables, the encoded digits and can be considered to be
uncorrelated (i.e., ). Hence, the following
is obtained:

Similarly,

Consequently, the generalized Type-III carry estimation for the
-PT modified Booth multiplier is similar to that for the Type-II
scheme, except for the different expectation from (15). Hence,
the generalized Type-III expectation of the -PT
modified Booth multiplier can be obtained by rewriting (16) as

(18)

By (5) and (18), the generalized Type-III carry estimation
of the -PT modified Booth multiplier is

(19)

Based on (18) and the given and , the is just
a constant. If , (19) coincides with the PEB [28]; it is
anticipated that the generalized PEG [30] is analogous to (19)
for the general case.
Before concluding this subsection, although some carry es-

timation functions presented here are not new to the literature,
the generalized three types of carry estimation schemes provide
systematic and complete approaches to designing each type of
fixed-width multipliers. The mathematical formulations unified
by conditional probability theory are more readable than those
presented in [28]–[30]. Moreover, the error performance of the
Type-III carry estimation scheme improves gradually when is
high. This indicates that the Type-III carry estimation scheme,
given a constant bias by (18), employs a simpler circuit to
achieve higher performance accuracy.

III. VARIABLE-LATENCY SPECULATING BOOTH MULTIPLIER

Based on generalized conditional-probability carry estima-
tions for the -PTmodified Boothmultiplier, this study proposes
an optimized 16 16 variable-latency speculating two-stage
pipelined modified Booth multiplier (VLSBM).

A. The Proposed Architecture

Fig. 7 shows the comprehensive microarchitecture of the
proposed VLSBM, which comprises the following two oper-
ating stages: 1) Stage-1 performs the speculating phase of the
VLSBM and 2) Stage-2 is the error recovery. To reduce the
critical path, the VLSBM partial products are partitioned inde-
pendently into the -bit MSP and the -bit LSP. For
the differentiation, the “ ” shown in Fig. 7 is
employed to signify the speculation, and the “ ”
represents the -bit exact multiplication of the VLSBM.
Without waiting the from the -bit LSP,

and can be calculated in parallel
during the speculating phase with the predicted .
1) Error Detection and Error Recovery: The (possible) error

recovery of is separated by the
following two parts in the proposed VLSBM: 1) the primary
-bit compensation for and 2)
the successive -bit compensation for . As
shown in Fig. 7, the error correction of each part is performed
in stages to reduce the critical path.
Because is always true, at the end of the Stage-1

we obtain . It is
readily proven that can be obtained by sub-
tracting the predicted from , and then adding it to
the . Consequently, to verify the pre-
diction, an adder and subsequent subtractor are applied (Fig. 7).
The sign of the difference is recorded by the
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Fig. 7. The proposed speculating 2-stage pipelined modified Booth multiplier.

“sign” bit for further use. The following procedure is based on
the true value of the sign bit.
(a) If :

This means that an under-estimated (or correct) has
been predicted. If a prediction is inaccurate,

is the compensation that should be added to specu-
lative for error correction.
After the first -bit compensation for

in the speculating phase, the carry of the
error-compensation adder is recoded (Fig. 7). The fol-
lowing procedure is called based on the truth value of the
recorded carry bit.

(i) If :
This means that no remainder is required for fur-
ther compensation of during
the correcting phase. Hence, the “correct” bit is
set to 1 and
.

(ii) If :
This means that a non-zero carry must be added
to during the correcting
phase. Hence, the “correct” bit is set to 0.

(b) If :
This means that, for , an over-estimated prediction
has been encountered, which leads to

. Hence, the sign-extend unit is neces-
sary for error compensation. Similarly, the difference

should be calculated, and then sub-
sequently added to during
the compensation stage error correction. At the end of
Stage-1, the carry of the error-correction adder is recoded
to supervise the following procedure.

(i) If :
This means that, except for sign-extended
bits, no remainder requires compensation for

during the correcting phase.
Hence, the “correct” bit should be set to 0.

(ii) If :
This means that, except for sign-extended bits, a
non-zero carry must be added to

during the correcting phase. Adding the
all-ones vector and the non-zero carry-bit obtains
the all-zeros vector. Therefore, the “correct” bit

should be set to 1 because is
identical to .

Consequently, based on this discussion, the correct (or valid) bit
is the reverse of the logical disjunction (or exclusive) of the two-
condition bits: the sign bit and the carry bit, which indicates that
the speculation is valid (i.e., ) if the two-condition
bits have identical truth values.

B. Optimized VLSBM by Design Space Exploration

A crucial issue during the early stage of system design is
the selection of the appropriate parameters among the possible
design spaces or alternatives. The design alternatives typically
involve multiple metrics of interest, such as speed, area, and
power (or energy). To provide an example, the 16 16 VLSBM
is discussed in this subsection.
As shown in Fig. 7, the delay in Stage-1 (i.e., ) dominates

the VLSBM critical path, which ends at “ .”
To achieve the highest throughput of the proposed VLSBM, this
study explores the cost function by (2). Theoretically, the accu-
racy probability of the 16 16 VLSBM can be evaluated
using

(20)

Table III shows the simulation results for , and the
estimated cost of the proposed VLSBM with certain and dif-
ferent carry estimation schemes. Note that in Table III is de-
noted by the tightest timing constraint (or the minimum clock
period) of the VLSBM, as simulated by Synopsis Design Com-
piler (@ UMC 90 nm CMOS cell library).
Based on parallel prefix computation, previous studies have

frequently applied the CLA to the final adder of the multiplier to
obtain improve system speed. Although the CLA is the fastest,
it requires a large area overhead. Because the multi-level Wal-
lace tree compression causes the input signals to arrive sepa-
rately, a full adder of partitioned carry select adders [2] and
a full adder comprising a conditional sum adder (CSMA) and
conditional carry adder (CCA) [3], [4] were proposed to reduce
the surface area. Therefore, the area-efficient CPAs presented in
[2]–[4] were implemented. However, their speeds are slightly
lower than those obtained by the CLA (DesignWare). To pro-
vide a unified and fair evaluation of for design space ex-
ploration, this study forces Synopsis Design Compiler to apply
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TABLE III
EXPLORATION RESULTS OF THE 16 16 VLSBM WITH DIFFERENT @ UMC

90 nm CMOS CELL LIBRARY

: is the tightest timing constraint

the fastest DesignWare binary adders, i.e., theCarry look-ahead
synthesis model (cla), for the VLSBM CPA, which is a similar
approach to that applied in [8].
As shown in Table III, for a given , the simulated of

the VLSBM with the Type-I scheme is greater than that of the
Type-III scheme; however, the accuracy performance of
the Type-I scheme is superior to that of the Type-III scheme. By
examining the associated cost shown in Table III, the proposed
16 16 VLSBM may achieve the optimized performance by
applying the Type-III carry estimation scheme with or

. Because of the smaller (i.e., 1.50 versus 1.53 ns), the
case with is preferable.

C. Implementation Results

The silicon implementation results of numerous reliable 16
16 two-stage pipelined modified Booth multipliers are sum-

marized and compared with the direct implementation of Booth
PT multiplier, as shown in Table IV. To perform a fair compar-
ison, the synthesis conditions considered in each multiplier in
Table IV are identical.
By direct implementation, the simulated minimum period

(i.e., tightest timing constraint) and the area of the 16 16
Booth PT multiplier are approximately 1.66 ns and 14,712

, respectively. Based on an evaluation of 100,000 random
multiplications, the average energy per multiplication is ap-
proximately 10.06 pJ.
Inserting pipeline registers to design the fastest, well-bal-

anced two-stage pipelined modified Booth multiplier (shown
in the last row of Table IV), the minimum period is reduced
to 1.15 ns, which is approximately 1.44 times faster than that
of the original one if no data-dependent hazard occurs, (i.e., if

). Nevertheless, an increase of up to 14.1% and 19.5%
occurs for area overhead and of energy dissipation, respec-
tively. Performance degradation occurs if . Because
the latency of a multiplication is two cycles, the multiplier
instructions within the DSP algorithm may cause a significant
portion of stall cycles by data dependencies. Let denote the
clock period of the fastest two-stage pipelined modified Booth

TABLE IV
VLSI IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT 16 16 BOOTH MULTIPLIER

@ UMC 90 nm CMOS CELL LIBRARY

multiplier. For a given DSP application with multiplier-stall
dependence probability , the effective cycle time of the
fastest two-stage pipelined modified Booth multiplier is

(21)

Compared to the original non-pipelined Booth multiplier, if
, then ; that is, the throughput benefit

of the two-stage pipelined multiplier is overcome definitely.
Hence, to minimize to improve performance, data-intensive
computing processors require a significant amount of time-con-
suming and error-prone hand-optimized assembly language
programming efforts. Moreover, as shown in Table IV, the
additional energy dissipation is wasted (i.e., 14.42 pJ versus
12.02 pJ) because of the pipeline hazards for the case of high
.
In contrast, if the pipelined multiplier is capable of result-

speculation, the data dependence might be hidden, thereby the
stall cycles due to data dependence are saved. Suppose that the
cycle time of the proposed VLSBM is , where differs from
and is generally greater than . When data dependence

occurs and the speculation result is true, the VLSBM requires
only one cycle (i.e., ) to complete the multiplication. Con-
versely, an incorrect speculation invokes the correcting phase to
obtain the exact multiplication; hence, is necessary. Table V
details the latencies required to complete a reliable multiplica-
tion for the VLSBM. Given by and , the effective per-
formance of the VLSBM then becomes

(22)

If approaches 1, then the most effective performance of the
VLSBM is clearly achieved (i.e., ), regardless of the
application. Consequently, the potential speed-up benefit of the
pipelined data path is ensured. This assists software porting on
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TABLE V
LATENCY FOR COMPLETING THE MULTIPLICATION FOR VLSBM

data-intensive computing processors because no assembly lan-
guage programming is necessary during compiling.
Under identical synthesis conditions, four reliable 16 16

VLSBMs are tested (Table IV) to conduct a fair comparison.
The first VLSBM directly applies the VLSA proposed in [8] to
design the CPA of the modified Booth multiplier. With the ad-
ditional circuits for error detection and error recovery, the sim-
ulated minimum period of the VLSA-based VLSBM is 1.62 ns,
which is slightly faster than that of the original modified Booth
PT multiplier by direct implementation. Further investigation
using the mentioned 100,000 random multiplications, the
of the VLSA-based VLSBM is approximately 98.8%, which is
the highest accuracy. However, the silicon area increases by ap-
proximately 22.7%. Consequently, directly applying the VLSA
to design the CPA of the modified Booth multiplier appears im-
practical.
The remaining reliable 16 16 VLSBMs shown in Table IV

apply the proposed architecture shown in Fig. 7, although they
employ the following carry estimation schemes: 1) the (Type-I-
like) Cho’s result [16]; 2) the Type-I scheme (or APCE [31]);
and 3) the Type-III scheme (or GPEB [30]). Cho et al. [16] con-
ducted exhaustive simulations and proposed the accurate carry
estimation function as follows:

(23)

which differs slightly from (10). Hence, and the cor-
responding are different from those of the Type-I carry
estimation scheme. The implementation results shown in
Table IV verify the effectiveness of the proposed optimized 16
16 VLSBM by using the Type-III carry estimation scheme

with , which employs the minimum area overhead to
achieve the highest effective throughput, as well as dissipating
the least energy per multiplication. Unlike the conventional
pipelined Booth multiplier, the effective throughput of the
optimized VLSBM always outperforms the non-pipelined
Booth multiplier, regardless of the value. The speed-up
ratio, area overhead, and energy consumption are increased
by 6.4% to 10.6%, 6.4%, and 5.9% to 7.0%, respectively.
Compared to the fastest pipelined Booth multiplier, the pro-
posed VLSBM is area-/energy-efficient, and reduces the area
overhead and energy dissipation by approximately 7% and
11.4% to 25.4%, respectively. Furthermore, if , the
throughput of the optimized VLSBM always outperforms the
conventional pipelined Booth multiplier. As anticipated, the
optimized VLSBM alleviates the performance degradation for
the pipelined data path caused by high values.

TABLE VI
IMPLEMENTATION RESULT COMPARISON OF THE WITH/WITHOUT AN EXTRA

MULTIPLEXER IN THE STAGE-2 OF THE PROPOSED VLSBM

Before concluding this subsection, by not equipping a mul-
tiplexer to select the correct result from the multiplier, Stage-2
of the proposed VLSBM (Fig. 7) is performed continually, re-
gardless of the speculation result, which might consume more
(dynamic) power. However, an additional multiplexer and con-
trol mechanism requires additional area overhead, which causes
more power leakage. Table VI shows the implementation re-
sults of the proposed VLSBM with and without an additional
Stage-2 multiplexer when . If the multiplexer is used,
the energy consumed by the simple addition for Stage-2 error
recovery can be conserved (i.e., 1.6% versus 2.7%). However,
the total energy and the area of the VLSBM increase when the
multiplexer is equipped. Consequently, we assert that the design
of the proposed VLSBM without an additional Stage-2 multi-
plexer is preferable (Fig. 7). The silicon area of the proposed
optimized VLSBM can be reduced further by applying a full
adder combining both CSMA and CCA [3], [4]. The area of the
modified VLSBM is decreased to 14 458 ; however, the es-
timated minimum period is increased slightly to 1.51 ns.

D. Experimental Results for Real Workloads

In this subsection, three real multimedia applications (JPEG
compression, the human face object detection, and H.264/AVC
decoding) are examined to verify the multiplicative perfor-
mance of the proposed VLSBM integrated by classic five-stage
pipelined 32-bit MIPS processors.
The open-source C-language reference codes of the applica-

tions tested in this study are available on the Internet (see Inde-
pendent JPEG Group (IJG) [33], Open Source Computer Vision
[34], and H.264/AVC JM Reference Software [35]). The open-
source programs were compiled using a GNU-based C com-
piler for MIPS processors with an optimization option of “-o1,”
which attempts to reduces the code size without performing ad-
ditional optimizations. To emphasize the effectiveness of the
proposed VLSBM with the discussed applications, an ad-hoc
framework is developed for the dynamic profiling of the soft-
ware applications to trace the actual operand values driven to the
processor multiplier, and to check the RAW (read-after-write)
hazard of each multiplier instruction when produced during ex-
ecution.
For the application of a 512 512 JPEG image compression

[33], 2,064,384 multiplications were recorded with a of ap-
proximately 0.76. Two standard test images (Lena and Baboon)
were used to test the performance of the proposed VLSBM.
The results show that the values are approximately 93.9%
and 94.1%, respectively. Furthermore, the required cycle count
values of the proposed VLSBM-enhanced MIPS for these

images are 2,162,201 and 2,157,110, respectively. Compared
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TABLE VII
MULTIPLICATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS FOR REAL APPLICATIONS

to the conventional 2-stage pipelined Booth multiplier, the
ratio of the average cycle count reduction is approximately
1.7. Table VII (top) shows the experimental results for the 512
512 JPEG image compression application. Compared with

the fastest pipelined Booth multiplier with , the
multiplicative speed-up ratio of the proposed VLSBM for the
512 512 JPEG compression can be estimated by

(24)

where and are the average cycle counts required for the
conventional pipelined Booth multiplier and for the proposed
VLSBM, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows that five typical 320 240 photos are applied

for the facial object detection application examination (OpenCV
v2.0.0) [34]. Depending on the selected photo image, although

Fig. 8. Five selected photos for object detection application.

the number of multiplications for facial object detection is not
constant, the estimated for each image test is approximately
0.36, as shown in Table VII (center), and the simulated of the
proposed VLSBM is approximately 89%–90%. Compared to
the conventional 2-stage pipelined Booth multiplier, the average
cycle count reduction ratio is approximately 1.3. Similar to (24),
compared to the fastest conventional two-stage pipelined archi-
tecture, the multiplicative speed-up ratio of the proposed opti-
mized VLSBM for object detection is obtained by

Although the effective throughput is almost identical, approxi-
mately 16.5% of the total energy is conserved by employing the
proposed optimized VLSBM.
For the high-definition H.264/AVC decoder application [35],

the CIF Foreman sequence was examined. The H.264/AVC de-
coder displays CIF I- and P-frames, using all inter- and intra-
prediction modes. The motion compensation employs a single
reference that applies all block sizes, with a search range of 16
pixels . In the study of 106,716,335
multiplications, a value was obtained of approximately 0.85.
The experimental results show that the of the Foreman se-
quence is approximately 95%. Compared to the conventional
2-stage pipelined Booth multiplier, the average cycle count re-
duction ratio is approximately 1.8. Similar to (25), compared
with the fastest conventional two-stage pipelined architecture,
the multiplicative speed-up ratio of the optimized VLSBM for
the high definition H.264/AVC decoder application is approxi-
mately

Thus, the experimental results verify the effectiveness of the
proposed VLSBM.

IV. CONCLUSION

Data hazards cause severe performance degradation in the
pipelined datapath of data-intensive computing processes.
Under a pessimistic assumption on the pipeline efficiency, this
study implemented an optimized VLSBM. Without waiting
for the true carry propagation, the VLSBM applies a condi-
tional-probability carry estimator for the carry signal. Similar
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to the branch predictor used in microprocessors, if a true carry
prediction occurs, the multiplier-stall cycles caused by data de-
pendence can be hidden. Examined by the instruction streams
in the real workload: JPEG compression, object detection,
and H.264/AVC decoder, experimental results reveal that the
proposed VLSBM obtains a speculation accuracy between ap-
proximately 89% to 95%, thereby achieving a cycle count ratio
reduction of approximately 1.3 to 1.8 . Thus, the potential
speed-up benefit of the pipelined data path is ensured. The pro-
posed VLSBM is useful for software porting on data-intensive
computing processors because no time-consuming efforts for
assembly language programming are necessary when com-
piling. If , the speed of the proposed VLSBM is
greater than that of the fastest conventional well-pipelined
modified Booth multiplier (@ UMC 90 nm CMOS). More-
over, area overhead and energy dissipation are reduced by
approximately 7% and 11.4% to 25.4%, respectively. The
contributions of this study are detailed as follows: 1) the first
high-speed and area-/energy-efficient architecture is proposed
for the variable-latency speculating modified Booth multiplier,
which hides approximately 90% of the multiplier-stall cycles,
thereby ensuring the pipelined data path of data-intensive com-
puting processors; 2) based on conditional probability theory, a
complete and systematic framework of three carry estimation
schemes for -PT fixed-width multipliers (for the modified
Booth multiplier and the Baugh-Wooley multiplier) have been
developed; and (3) thorough design-space considerations are
provided for constructing the optimized VLSI architecture of
the proposed 16 16 VLSBM. Numerous simulations were
performed and experimental results obtained that verify the
overall effectiveness of the proposed VLSBM.
The future direction of this research will consider additional

pipeline stages. Devising an efficient control and error recovery
mechanism for compensating for inaccurate predictions without
adversely impacting the overall performance are the most crit-
ical challenges [7].
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